
5 best upcoming movies & series on Netflix 

 

 

 
Stuck at home in this boring lockdown with nothing to do? You could’ve taken 
a walk or go shopping if it was another year of the century but apparently, 
getting out is illegal in 2020. Well don’t worry, Netflix is rolling out a ton of 
good content every day to pull the boredom out of your skull. Get ready to 
Spice up your monotonous life with these 5 upcoming movies & series. 
 
 

1. Space Force 

Space Force is a sci-fi satirical show starring Steve Carell coming from the 
creators of The Office. The comic movie revolves around the idea of 
militarization of space. The trailer of the movie appears to be promising and 
deals with some hilarious comic scripts. The show is going to be released on 
Netflix on the 29th of May. 
 
 
2. The Lovebirds 

Netflix India is also out here showcasing some favorable content. The movie 
Lovebirds plot follows a couple, who are on the verge of a breakup, 
unintentionally get into a horrendous murder mystery. Starring by Kumail 
Nanjiani and Issa Rae the comedy & romance movie seems entertaining enough 
to spare a watch. The movie is going to be released on 15th May 2020.  
 

 

3. The Old Guard  
If you’re into action & fantasy genre, you should definitely give this movie a 
chance. The Old Guard movie plot takes place as a coveted team of immortal 
mercenaries are suddenly exposed and now must fight to keep their identity a 
secret. Charlize Theron starring in live-action adaption, this movie is going to 
be released on July 10. 

 



 
4. Betaal 

We also have something for horror-thriller fans, the upcoming series Betaal 
looks like a spooky mythical content. The trailer showcases the lead actor 
Vineet Kumar battling zombies with an army of soldiers. As the trailer 
progresses, the suspense about the place and the story comes off intriguing. The 
series will be available from May 24. 
 

 
5. The Wrong Missy 

The quirky comedy movie is going to give you some serious outfit inspirations, 
along with the big laughs. Tim Morris realizes he has been texting “The Wrong 
Missy” when he finds out his past blind date at the weekend getaway. We are 
yet to watch the rib-tickling movie, let’s mark the date May 13th to go on a 
humorous ride. 


